
Reiki Self Treatment and Clearing and Shielding   Techniques     

Self Healing or Treatments are very important when it comes to learning Reiki, at any level .
In level 1, you are attuned to receive Reiki, and you are thought the fundamental or basics of how to 
use it for you own healing and that of your friends and Family. 

It is important that you first use it on yourself, for your own self healing and  development . As 
Aisling says Reiki is pure love , it is an act of love to give yourself, a Reiki Treatment everyday. 
How many of us, could to do with this in our lives, by giving ourselves 15-30 minutes healing a 
day, we  give ourselves priority . By treat yourselves on a daily or regular routine, you are keeping 
the flow of energy flowing through body, which is helping your own healing, by aiding your natural  
immune system, releasing blocks, this also helps you to understand your own body and helps to 
improve your intuition, Physically , Energetically ,  Emotionally and Spiritually you will feel a lot 
better. 

               Taking   Responsibility   

When we give ourselves Self Healing Treatments, we are also taking  responsibility for our own 
healing on every level, even though Reiki can not cure everything, it helps to promote and prioritize 
our own healing and needs, it does this by teaching us to love our selves unconditionally, it helps us 
to make changes in our lives, that  benefit our health and Wel1-being . You have often heard the 
saying “ in order to make way for the new, some or all of the old  behaviour patterns have to be 
removed” , and this is what it does , he helps you to realise what’s not serving you, and helps you to 
release it.  It trains you , to start looking after yourself, by respecting every aspect of your health 
and Well-being, helping you to be Happier,  Healthier,  Physically ,  Emotionally and Spiritually. 
When we do this, we are in a much better place, to attract what ever we want in our lives, and this 
includes helping and treating others, and by showing others how to do the same. This is one of the 
main Reasons why Doctor Usui started training other people to do Reiki, he found that in early 
days, the same people kept coming back to him for the same treatments, and they weren’t taking 
responsibly for their own health, so he decided to train some of his clients in Reiki, so they could 
take responsibility for their health, by using self treatments. 

Reiki 1 Self Treatments

Here for  the purposes of First  Degree ,  Level  1  Reiki,  we will  show you how to so two Self  
Treatments, The Heart and Solar Plexus , which some refer to as the Generic Hand Position for Self 
Treatment, and a Full Self Treatment , Which is Part of the the 21 day Challenge. 

1. The Heart and Solar Plexus , in this position you place your Left Hand on Your Heart Chakra 
and Right Hand on your Solar Plexus, you then Ask and Intend for the Reiki to flow to you , for 
your highest and greatest, and Say Reiki 3 times, Listen to some music, Sit in Peace, Listen to or 
Say Affirmations for 15 minutes. Its very easy because you can do it at work, on the bus, When 
you get up in the morning, or just before you go to sleep at night. Its a very Comforting and Re-
assuring Treatment, and it also connects you to your Hearts Desire.

2. The Full Self Treatment , which is also Part of the 21 day Challenge which Aisling mentioned in 
the Class, I have posted a version of this on our Face book Page, and we hope to be creating our 
own instruction video shortly.   In the mean time try the below Self Treatment which uses the 
Chakras to send healing to the body.

3.  When I do the Self treatment this is what I do, and where I place my hands, First I start in 
the Same way as Normal, With my Hands in the Prayer Position, I say the Five Reiki Principles 



which are on the Manual, X 3 , Then I place my Hands facing up on my Legs or knees, and I then 
ask and Intend for Reiki to Flow to me for my Highest and Greatest Good, Say Reiki 3 times, and 
then Place my Hands , Fingers together , and Hands Touching each other on the following locations. 

• Crown Chakra – 5minutes 

• Face or Eyes (Third Eye) – 5 minutes

• Throat Chakra – 5 minutes

• Back of  Head – 5 minutes

• Heart Chakra – 5 minutes

• Solar Plexus – 5 minutes

• Sacral Chakra – 5 minutes

• Base Chakra – 5 minutes.

5 minutes is just a guide, you may need longer or shorter, Normally if you hands are still hot and 
Tingling its a sign that more time needs to be spent on this position to be healed. But again always 
use your own intuition and guidance . 

Clearing and   Shielding     

This is something that I do on almost daily basis, especially if I have been around people a lot, or 
around Harsh Situations, or Negative People. As you all know I am also part of the Angel Circle, so 
I always use the Help of the Angels , Especially Archangels Michael and Raphael . 

The First and Easiest Method, is Sit  Quietly and Meditate for a Few, minutes , Just to Clear my 
mind of any internal Chatter, When I have achieved this, I then ask and Invoke Archangel Michael 
Help, 3 times , by Saying Quietly and Aloud, “ Archangel Michael Please Clear me inside and Out “ 
Take a few Deep Breaths, and wait, I can normally feel the Negative or Harsh Energies leaving my 
body, with different Sensations, Tingling, or Shivers, or tiny aches and Pains, and my Mood gets 
better, and I feel more energised, once I feel settled, I finish by Just Thanking Archangel Michael 
and asking him to shield me. 

The Other Method that I use, are listed below for you try. 

Mirrored ball -  Visualise a mirrored disco ball, step inside it, and see it completely seal you. Any 
Negative  or  Low  energies  will  be  reflected  away,  any  low  energies  that  touch  the  ball,  are 
immediately transmuted and healed and sent back to their owner to assist in their healing. 

Coloured Light Visualise yourself surrounded by Light . A Colum of light comes down from the 
heavens and surrounds you with different coloured lights for protection.



Purple Light for psychic protection, Pink Light shields again negative minded people, and helps to 
attract loving people and situations, Green Light for person healing or to help other persons healing. 
White Light  invokes  additional  Angels by your  side to  surround you and protect  you and you 
belongings and loved ones. 

You can also layer these colours together for total protection, lasts for 12 hours 

The Best way of Cleansing and Energising yourselfs, is to go for walk in Nature, where there are 
plenty trees, and Plants 

This Meditation is a Wonderful preparation for bed. First find yourself in a comfortable relaxed 
position. The best place is in bed before you go to sleep. 

1. Ask for a thousand Angels to Surround you. 
2. Ask God and the Great Goddess to beam to you white light and positive messages through 
out the night. 
3. Ask Archangel Michael,to clear all darkness from your aura and to take any lost or confused 
energies or souls from around you to the light, Visualise this  happening, then tell him your 
problems and ask him to beam messages into your mind, about how to solve them during the  
night. 
4.  Now Ask for a  thousand Angels to  be with all  the people you are concerned about  -  to 
lovingly assist them and beam wonderful,healing messages into their minds overnight. See first 
yourself,then the whole world surrounded in white light, then rainbow light, Notice the Many 
Angels and divinities assisting you and the world. Then withdraw all your thoughts back to 
yourself. 
5. See yourself in a ball of bright white light and see Archangel Michael lifting from you, all the 
fears and pain from this life,and all your previous lifes.See his bright white healing wings in  
your body clearing and releasing any darkness within you ,bringing it to the light for healing .
 6.Ask  for  this  to  continue  overnight,and  then  see  yourself  awakening  in  the  morning 
transformed,glowing and full of unconditional love and at peace. - source Catherine McMahon 


